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A language LI is fbt-translatable to a language L~ if there exists a 
functional binary transductionf such that LI C domain (f),f(L1) C L2 
and f(L-~l) C"L-~2 . L1 is fbt-equivalent to Li if Li is fbt-translatable to
L2 and L~ is fbt-translatable toL~. The fbt-translatability relation is 
naturally extended to a partial ordering in the set of all fbt-equiva- 
lence classes. 
The main result is: There exists a set of fbt-equivalence lasses of 
metalinear context-free languages that is isomorphic (as a partially 
ordered set having the fbt-translatability relation as the partial 
ordering) to the set of all finite subsets of a denumerably infinite set 
(having the inclusion relation as the partial ordering). 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently several attempts have been made to classify formal languages 
by the complexity of their recognition problems. The  purpose of this paper 
is to present one method of classifying formal languages by their relative 
complexity based upon the notion of "translation" of one language into 
another. 
A partial function f from the set of sentences into itself is a translation 
of a language 14 into another language L~ if (i) f is defined for all sen- 
tences in L1 ; (2) if u is a sentence in L1 then f (u )  is a sentence in L2 ; 
and (3) if u is a sentence out of L1 and f (u) is defined then f (u) is a sen- 
tence out of L~. The intuitive meaning of these conditions is: (1) all 
correct sentences of L1 are translatable; (2) it is impossible that  a correct 
sentence of L1 is translated to an incorrect sentence of L2 ; (3) it is im- 
possible that  an incorrect sentence of L1 is translated to a correct sentence 
of/.2. 
Let F be a class of partial functions from the set of sentences into it- 
self such that  (i) F is closed under composition and (if) F contains the 
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identity function. L~ is said to be F-translatable into L2 if F contains a 
partial function that is a translation of L1 into L2. L~ is said to be F- 
equivalent to L2 if L~ is F-translatable to L~ and L2 is F-translatable to 
L1. The F-equivalence r lation is in fact an equivalence r lation and the 
F-translatability relation is naturally extended to a partial ordering in 
the set of all F-equivalence classes. 
Usually the class F is given as the class of partial functions that are 
defined by a class of machines. In this paper we select the class of all 
functional binary transductions (Elgot and Mezei (1965)) as the class F 
and study the resulting classification (partition) of formal languages 
into F-equivalence classes and the partial ordering "F-translatability" 
among them. This class of partial functions seems to be the largest 
among classes that are defined by (possibly nondeterministic) finite 
state machines (in a possibly implicit way). Hence this class will give 
the roughest classification among the classifications using finite state 
machines. For this special class F the words "fbt4ranslatable," 'ffbt- 
equivalent" are used instead of "F-translatable," "F-equivalent." 
The main result is: There exists a set of fbVequivalence classes of 
metalinear context-flee languages that is isomorphic (as a partially 
ordered set having the fbt-translatability relation as the partial ordering) 
to the set of all finite subsets of a denumerably infinite set (having the 
inclusion relation as the partial ordering) (Theorem 4). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, the basic definitions and notations are introduced. 
Let ~ be a fixed denumerably infinite set. An element of 2; is called a 
letter. Let ~* denote the set of all finite sequences of elements in ~ in- 
cluding the empty sequence .An element of ~* is called a word. A non- 
empty finite subset of ~ is called an alphabet. For an alphabet ~,  let 
~* denote the set of all finite sequences of elements in ~ including the 
empty sequence .A subset L of ~* is called a language if there exists an 
alphabet ~ such that L c ~*. Let ~2 denote the class of all languages. A 
subset R of ~* )( ~* is called a word relation if there exist alphabets 
~,  Z2 such that R c ~*  X ~*. For a word relation R, let R -~ denote the 
word relation { (v, u) I (u, v) in R}. For each subset X of ~*, let R(X) 
denote the set {v I there exists u in X such that (u, v) is in R}. Let domain 
(R), range (R) denote R -1 (~*), R (~*) respectively. For word relations 
R~, R2, let R~ o R~ denote the word relation { (u, w) I there exists v such 
that (u, v) is in R1 and (v, w) is in R~}. A word relation f is called a partial 
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word function if, for every u, there exists at most one v such that (u, v) 
is inf. For a partial word function f, let f(u) = v mean that (u, v) is inf. 
Let F be a class of partial word functions atisfying two conditions: 
(1) if f l ,  f~ are in F, then fl o f~ is in F, (2) for any alphabet Z1, the identity 
function on ZI* is in F. For f in  F, L1, L~ in ~, f is  said to be a translation 
of L1 into L~ (abbreviated L1 _-__F L: (via f ) )  if (1) L1 ~ domain (f), 
(2) f(L~) C L2, (3) f(~* -- L1) ~ ~* -- L2. For L1, L~in ~, L~ is said to 
be F-translatable into L2 (abbreviated L1 =< F L~) if there exists f in F 
such that L1 <~ L2 (via f). From the assumptions (1), (2) for F, the 
F-translatability relation is reflexive and transitive. But it is not a partial 
ordering because it is not antisymmetric. For L~, L~ in ~, L~ and L~ are 
said to be F-equivalent (abbreviated L1 ~ F L2) if L1 < ~ L~ and L2 =< FLI. 
The F-equivalence r lation is in fact an equivalence r lation. Let [L]r de- 
note the F-equivalence class containing L (i.e. the set of all elements of 
that are F-equivalent to L). Let ~/--F denote the set of all F-equiva- 
lence classes. The F-translatability relation is naturally defined in 
~/ -~ by [L1]F =< r [L2]F if and only if L1 < F L2. The F-translatability 
relation in ~/--p is a partial ordering. Let £ be a subclass of ~. 2 is said 
to be closed ownwards (upwards) under F-translatability if, for each L in 
and L' in ~ such that L' <F L(L <=F L'), L' is in 2. £ is said to be 
closed under F-equivalence if, for each L in 2 and L' in ~ such that 
L ~- ~ L', L' is in 2 .2  is closed downwards under F-translatability if and 
only if ~ - 2 is closed upwards under F-translatability. If 2 is closed 
either downwards or upwards under F-translatability, then £ is closed 
under F-equivalence. An F-equivalence class is called an F-equivalence 
class of £ if it contains a language of 2. If 2 is closed under F-equivalence, 
all languages in an F-equivalence class of £ are in 2. 
The foregoing is a general theory. By selecting a special class F of 
partial word functions we obtain a special classification (partition) 
~/ -~ of languages and a special partial ordering ~ ~ in ~/~F.  If F C F' 
then the classification ~/~ ~ is finer than (or equal to) the classification 
~/--y, .  Usually the class F is given as the class of partial word functions 
that are defined by a class of machines. For example, let F .... (F¢~, 
Fo~,  F~,  respectively) denote the class of all partial word functions 
realized (as the input-output relations) by one-state complete sequential 
machines (complete sequential machines, one-state generalized sequential 
machines, generalized sequential machines respectively) having partially 
specified next-state functions and output functions. For the definitions of 
these machines ee Ginsburg and Rose (1963). Our definitions differ 
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from theirs in that the next-state function and the output function of a 
machine are partial functions having the same domain. Hence it is pos- 
sible that outputs are undefined for some inputs. All of these classes 
Fotsm, F¢~m, Fo~s~, F~m satisfy the above-mentioned two conditions, and 
we obtain four classifications ~/-=p .... , ~2/--~o,m, ~/--~o~,m, ~/- -~,m. 
I t  is easy to see that (1) ~/~-F ... .  is strictly finer than ~2/----po~ and 
~/----~o~,~ ; (2) ~/---~o~ and ~/---~o~ are strictly finer than ~/---~,~ ; 
(3) neither of ~/--~o,~ and 12/~po~ is finer than the other. 
In the remainder of this paper, we select the class of all functional 
binary transductions (Elgot and Mezei, 1965) as the class F and study 
the resulting classification ~/--~ and the partial ordering __<~ in it. 
A generalized 2-input nondeterministic f nite automaton (abbreviated 
generalized 2NDFA) is a 6-tuple A -- (S, 2~i, ~2, ~, so, F), where 
(1) S is a nonempty finite set (of states), 
(2) Z1, z2 are alphabets (of inputs and outputs, respectively), 
(3) ~ is a finite set of elements of the form (s, M, N, s'), where s, 
s are in S and M, N are regular subsets of ~*,  * ' ~2 respectively (the set 
of transitions), 
(4) so is an element of S (the initial state), 
(5) F is a subset of S (the set of accepting states). 
A finite sequence of elements of ~ of the form (S~.o, M1, N1, s~.~) (sj~, 
M2, N2, s~) . . .  (s~.~_~, M~, N~, s~-~) is called a path of A (p => 1) and 
is written as 
MIlN1 M2/N2 Mp/N2~ 
8jo ~ S]~ ~ Si~ " ' "  81~,_ ~ ~ "~ 81~.  
If M = M~ • • • M~, N = N~ .. • N~ and we are not interested in inter- 
mediate states s~.~, . . . ,  s~.~_~ and decomposition of M, N into M~, 
• . . ,  M~, N1, . . . ,  N~, then the above path is written simply as 
M/N 
s~-o ~ ~ sj~. The generalized 2NDFA A defines a word relation R (A) 
as follows: 
R (A) = { (u, v) I there exists a path of A of the form 
M/N t 
So ~> s with g in F, u in M, v in N}. 
A generalized 2NDFA A = (S, ~1, ~ ,  a, So, F)  is called a 2-input 
nondeterministic finite automaton (abbreviated 2NDFA ) if each element 
, " ~* of ~ is of the form (s, Iu} Iv}, s') with u in Zl*, v in 2 • 
A word relation is called a binary transduction if it can be defined by a 
2NDFA. I t  is easily shown that a relation can be defined by a 2NDFA 
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if and only if it can be defined by a generalized 2NDFA (Elgot and 
Mezei, 1965). Hence we will use 2NDFA and generalized 2NDFA inter- 
changeably. For the definition and properties of general n-ary transduc~ 
tions, see Elgot and Mezei (1965). 
A binary transduction that is a partial word function is called a func- 
tional binary transduction. Let F0 denote the class of all functional binary 
transductions. The class Fo satisfies two conditions: (1) if f l ,  f2 are in 
F0, then fl °f2 is in F0 (Elgot and Mezei, 1965), (2) for any alphabet 
~1, the identity function on ZI* is in F0 (by a straightforward construc- 
tion). Hence we can define F0-translatability and so on by the principle 
explained above. Instead of the words and notations "Fo-translatable," 
"Fo-equivalent," <~0, --F0, [L]~0, ~/------F0, words and notations "fbt- 
translatable," "fbt-eqnivalent," ~fbt, ~-fbt, [L]fbt, ~/-~fbt will be 
used. 
The following theorem and its corollary are useful for showing some 
classes of languages to be closed do~wards  under fbt-translatability, 
and consequently closed under fbt-equivalence. They are easily proved 
by well-known techniques of the theory of formal languages (Ginsburg, 
1966, Ginsburg and Greibach, 1967). Hence the proofs will be omitted. 
THEOREM 1. I f  a class of languages 2~ is closed under the operations of 
inverse homomorphism, homomorphism and intersection with regular sets, 
then 2~ is closed downwards under fbt4ranslatability, and consequently is 
closed under fbt-equivalence. 
COROLLAI~¥ 1. I f  a class of languages ~ is an AFL that is closed under 
arbitrary homomorphisms, then ~ is closed ownwards under fbt-translata- 
bility, and consequently is closed under fbt-equivalcnce. ~ 
An AFL closed under arbitrary translations i called a full AFL in 
Ginsburg and Greibach (1967). The class of all (right-linear, linear, 
metalinear) context-free languages satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1. 
The following theorem shows the positions of fbt-equivalence lasses 
of regular sets in the partial ordering < fbt in ~/ - fb t .  
THEOREM 2. (i) The class ~ consisting of the empty set is an fbt- 
equivalence class and, for any fbt-equivalence class % ~ --<fbt % (ii) 
The class ~ consisting of all nonempty regular sets is an fbt- equivalence 
class and, for any fbt-equivalence lass ~ of nonempty languages, ~,~g <= fbt % 
An AFL (Abstract Family of Languages) is a family of languages contain- 
ing at least one nonempty language and closed under the operations of 0, • , +, 
inverse homomorphism, e-free homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets. 
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Proof. The proof is given only for the part (ii). Since the class of all 
regular sets is closed under fbt-equivalence by Theorem 1 and the mpty 
set itself constitutes an fbt-equivalence class ~/~, the class of all non- 
empty regular sets is the union of some fbt-equivalenee classes. We must 
show (1) any two nonempty regular sets are fbt-equivalent, (2) if M 
is a nonempty regular set and L is a nonempty language then M < fbt L. 
But (2) implies (1) and we need only show (2). 
Let ~ ,  2~2 be alphabets uch that M C ~1", L C ~ * * - -  - -  2 ,~2 - -L~2~.  
Let v0 vl be words in L, ~ * , 2 - L respectively. By a straightforward con- 
struction, it is easily shown that f  = { (u, vo) [u in M} U { (u, vl) [u in 
Z~* - M} is a functional binary transduction and M <fbt  L (via f). 
2. SINGLE-VALUEDNESS THEOREM FOR BINARY TRANSDUCTIONS 
In this section it is proved that any binary transduction can be re- 
stricted to a partial word function defined by a special type of 2NDFA 
without changing its domain. By this theorem it is possible to define 
fbt-translatability using (not necessarily functional) binary transdue- 
tions (Corollary 2). I t  is also possible to show that the class of all un- 
ambiguous context-free languages is closed downwards under fbt-trans- 
latability (Corollary 4). 
THEOREM 3 (Single-valuedness theorem). I f  R is a binary transduction, 
then there exists a functional binary transduction f such that (1) f ~ R, 
(2) domain (f) = domain (R ), (3 ) f is defined by a 2NDFA A = (S, ~1, 
~,  ~, So, F) such that, for each u in domain (f), there exists exactly one 
I~l/l~} > 8' with s' in F. path of A of the form so 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that R does not con- 
rain an element of the form (e, v). Let A' (S', Z~, ~2, ~, so, F ' )  be a 
2NDFA such that R (A !) = R. There does not exist a path of A' of the 
! • / 
form So [~l/l~l > s! with s m F .  Hence it is easily shown that it is pos- 
sible to transform the 2NDFA A' into a generalized 2NDFA A !! = (S !', 
f! ?! F !! Z1, Z~, ~ , So , ) such that (1) R(A ' )  = R(A#),  (2) each element of 
~'! is of the form (s, {a}, N, s'), where s, s' are in S !', a is in ~1 and N is a 
nonempty regular subset of Z2*. 
f f  
Let S '! = {So", Sl!!, • • • , s,_l}. For each i, 0 =< i < n, let M~ be the set 
it {u} /N  ! 
defined by M~ = {u I there exists a path of A" of the form s~ => s 
with s' in F'( and N ~ ~2"} if s(' is not in F" and M~ = {e} U {u ] there 
exists a path of A" of the form s~" I~l~ 8' with s p in F" and N c ~2"} 
if s(' is in F". Each M~.is a regular set. Let M~ x), M~ °) denote M~, 
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~1" - M~ respectively. For each language X and word u let u\X  denote 
the set {v l uv is in X}. Let ~ (1), ~rC (0) be the sets defined by 
~]Z (~) = {u\M~ ) I0 < i < n, u in ~1"}, 
(o) = {u\M~O) I0 <= i < n, u in ~i*}. 
Since M~ 1), az(o) • ... ~ are regular sets, ~ (i), ~ (0) are both finite sets. 
Now the desired 2NDFA A = (S, ~1, ~2, ~, so, F)  is defined. Let S 
be the set 
{(s/',M~ rlN1 ['l . . .  n N~)Io < i < n, q _-__ O, 
and Nj is in ~ (~) U 9T~ (o) for each j, 1 < j < q/. Evidently S is a finite 
ff 
set. Let So = (So , M0} and F = {(s", M} [ (s", M} is in S and e is contained 
in M}. Let e be a function from 2 ~** (the set of all subsets of ~2") into 
Z2* such that, for each nonempty subset N of ~ * 2 , ¢ (N) is a word in N. 
For each (s~ 'r, M) in S and a in Z1, a finite set of transitions D ((sk", 
M 
M), a) is defined as follows. Let (sJ,  {a}, N1, sq), . . . ,  (s, , {a}, 
N~, s~:) be all the elements of ~ of the form (sJ,  {a}, N, s') with s' 
in S" and N ~ ~2". If p = 0 then D ((sk", M), a) - ~ .  If p > 0 then 
D((sk", M), a) = { ((sk", M), [a}, {9(N,)}, (s~': ~zg",~ N n /I/F#~ n 
a\M))  I eachj~ is 0 or 1, there exists at least one t such that j~ = 1, and 
r is the least t such that j ,  = 1}. In the above definition of D ((s~", 
M), a), (s~", ~z(h) N . . .  N ~/~(.#) ~]a\M} is an element of S. This is shown 
as follows. Since (s~", M> is in S, M is expressed as M~ n u \~(~)i\~,~ fl 
" • • ~ u~v~ with Ul, - -- , u~ in ~i*, hi, .. • , h~ in {0, 1} and m > 0. 
Hence 
, . . .  .,_~ N a \M 
= M~ n _\~o.~ N .. n , \M  ~-~) 
N e\a/r!~,+~) n n ,\a/r(~) 
n a\M2 N (u a)\M 2 N N " " 'M  • .. ~u,~a)\~ ° 
This shows that (s~", a/#h) N N ~z!#) N a\M) is an element of S. 
Finally ~ is defined by ~ = U D ((s~", M>, a), where U denotes the union 
for all (s~", M} in S and all a in ~.  
Now some propositions about his 2NDFA A will be given. 
(I) I f  (s/~, M) ~1/~,1) (sT, M ~} is a transition of A, then there exists a 
transition of A" of the form s/' ~m , s7 such that N contains v. This is 
immediate from the definition of & 
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(II) R(A  ) ~ R. Suppose that (u, v) is in R(A  ). Then there is a path 
of A of the form (so , Mo) .... : > (s~ , M} with (s~ , M) in F. From the 
, ,  . 
proposition (I), there is a path of A" of the form So s~ such that 
N contains v. Since (s~", M) is in F, M contains e. But M is of the form 
M~ ~ • . . .  Hence M~ contains e. Recalling the definition of M~ , this means 
that s~" is in F". Thus (u, v) is in R (A") = R. 
(III) I f  (s~", M) is in S and a word au is in M (a in ~1,  U in  ~1" ) ,  
then there exists a transition of A of the form (s~", 3I} ~1/1% (s", M') 
such that u is in M'. This is proved as follows. Since M is of the form M,  
• • • and au is in M, au is in M, .  Therefore there is at least one transition 
of A" of the form (s~", {a}, N, S i r ) ,  Le t  (saY, {a}, N1, S~t~), " ' "  , (8~", {a}, 
N~, s~"~) be all the transitions of 6" of this form (p ~ 1 ). Let jt be 1 or 0 
according as u is in M¢t or not (1 <- t <- p ). Since au is in M~ , there is at 
least one t such that jt = 1. Let r be the least t such that j = 1. Then by the 
definition of ~, (s~", M} ~l/l~(~,!~> (s~"~ ~/r(~) ~ ~ M (~) ~ a\M) is a , ,~ i I " " " ip 
~/r!~) ~ ~ /r(~) ~ a \M because u is transition of A. Moreover u is in .... ~ .. • ,,~ ~ 
in M~ ~) for each t and au is in M. This proves the proposition. 
(IV) domain (R (A ) ) = domain (R ). Since R (A ) ~ R by the proposi- 
tion (II), domain (R (A ) ) c__ domain (R ) is evident. Let u = al . . .  ap be 
in domain (R) = domain (R(A")  ), where each a~ is in ~l(p ~ 1). By 
the definition of Mo , a~ • • • ap is in Mo . By the proposition (III) there is a 
transition of A of the form (so", Mo} I~I/I~l> (s~'~, N1} such that as . . .  ap 
is in N1. Again by the proposition (III) there is a transition of A of the 
form (s~."~, N~} [a~l/l~l; (sj"~, N2} such that a~ . . .  a~ is in N~ . Repeating 
this process, we obtain a path (so", Mo} [~'''~yI~'''~p>~ (sj"~, N~,) such that 
e is in N~ and consequently (s~"~, Np} is in F. Hence (al . . .  a~,, vl . . .  v~,) = 
(u, v~ . . .  v~ ) is in R (A ) and u is in domain (R (A ) ). This proves domain 
(R (A ) ) ~ domain (R ). 
{ap]/{vj~} " pathof A(p > 1),and " = (s~, Np} is in F, then al • a~ <si~ , Np> is a "" 
is in M. This is proved as follows. Since N1 is of the form . . .  N al\M, 
N1 ~ al\M. Similarly N2 ~ a2\N1, . . .  , Np ~ ap\Np_l . Since (sj'~, N~} 
is in F, e is in Np . Hence, by Np ~ aAN,_I  , ap is in N,- I  . Similarly, by 
Np-1 ~ a2,-1\N~-2, ap_la~ is in N~,-2. Repeating similar arguments we 
can show that al . . .  ap is in M. 
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(VI) I f  ((sk", M}, {a}, {v}, (shtrt, N}), ((s~", M}, {a}, {v'}, <sat~, N'))  
are two different ransitions in ~, then N ~ N'  = ~i~. This is because there 
exists i such that one of N and N ~ is of the form . . .  N M~ ~) ~ . . .  and the 
other is of the form . . .  ~ M~ °) ~ . . .  by the definition of ~. 
(VII) For each u in domain (R (A ) ), there exists exactly one path of 
the .form (so rt, M0} I~/{~> (st,, N} with (s t', N} in F and v in ~ * . This is 
proved as follows. Let u = al . . .  a~ (r >= 1) be in domain (R (A ) ), where 
each a~ is in ~ . Suppose that for this u there are two different paths of the 
form mentioned above. Let 
<so", Mo> '°'"'".", (s;",, N,'> . . . .  <s;',, N,'> 
be these two paths. Let p be the smallest i such that transitions 
I t  .{al}/{v~}> tp <Ski-liP ~ Nt {ai l /{v~'} 4 It %.,_,, %, ,  N',') 
are different (s~"o = Sko and No No ~ Mo). By the proposition 
(VI)  Nv n Nv' = ~.  I f  p = r then both of Nv,  N~' contain E since 
(s~"~ , N~}, (s£' , N~'} are in F, and this contradicts N~ N N~' = ~.  If p < r 
then both of Nv,  N~ r contain av+l • • • a~ by the proposition (V), and this 
again contradicts Nv n Nv ~ = ~.  
Now let f = R (A ). Then by the propositions (II) and (IV), the condi- 
tions (1) and (2) of the theorem are satisfied. By the proposition (VII), f is 
a functional binary transduction and the condition (3) is satisfied. This 
completes the proof. 
The following Corollary 2 is a direct consequence of Theorem 3. 
COnOLLA~Y 2. For languages L1, L2, L1 i8 fbt-translatable into L2 if 
and only if there exists a binary transduction R such that (1) L~ ~ domain. 
(R), (2) R (L~) ~ L2, R (~* - L~) ~ ~* -- L2. 
Applying Theorem 3 to the case that R is already a functional binary 
transduction, we obtain the following corollary. 
Co~oLL~Y 3. I f  f is a functional binary transduction, then f is defined 
by a 2NDFA A = (S, E~, ~2, ~, So, F)  such that, for each u in domain 
{~}/{v} t 8 t (f), there exists exactly one path of A of the form So > s with in F. 
Using Corollary 3, we can prove the following corollary by wellknown 
techniques of the theory of formal anguages. 
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Co~o~ 4. The class of all unambiguous context-free languages is 
closed downwards under fbt-translatability, and consequently is closed 
under fbt-equivalence. 
3. INCOMPARABLE fbt-EQUIVALENCE CLASSES 
In this section we are concerned with the existence of two fbt-equiva- 
lence classes "~1, ~ such that neither ~,1 =< fbt ~ nor ~ =< fbt ~ .  This is 
proved as a corollary of a more general result (Theorem 4). 
To prove the general result we need some lemmata. The proof of 
Lemma 1 given here is due to the referee. I t  uses a theorem of the 
theory of numbers and is considerably simpler than the author's original 
proof. The lemma itself is also slightly generalized by him. Its generaliza- 
tion to context-free languages given later is also due to him. 
In the remainder of this section we employ the usual definitions and 
notations of the theory of formal anguages (see, for example, Ginsburg, 
1966). 
LE~il~A 1. Let M be a regular set such that for each integer p >= 1 there is 
an integer K > 0 and a word w in M with I w I = Kp. Then there are wl , 
w2 , w~ with I wiw31 = I w21 > 0 and wlw2~w3 in M for p ~ O. 
Proof. Let ~ be an alphabet such that M _~ ~*.  By Parikh (1966), 
there is a context-free grammar G = (V, ~ ,  P, ~) with M = L(G)  such 
that all rules of P are of the form ~ -~ w, w in ~*  [J ~* (V  - El), and if 
is in (V - ~i) - {*}, there are x, z in ~l*, y in ~1"~ such that ,  ~ x~, 
~ y~ and ~ ~ z. Let Q be the number of elements in V - ~l and let 
k = Max {[ w I ] ~ -* w in P}. Evidently Q and k are positive. For each 
in V - ~1, let N~ = {I w I I ~ ~ w~, I w ] ~ 0}. Since M is infinite, there 
is at least one ~ such that N~ ~ ~.  If N~ ~ ~" then N~ is a nonempty set 
of positive integers closed under addition. Hence, by a well-known 
theorem of the theory of numbers, there are positive integers e~, d~ 
such that {c,p I P >= d,} ~ N,  ~ {c~p ] p > 1}. That is, N~ contains only 
multiples of c~ (which may be 1 ) and contains all multiples of c, beyond 
c~ d~. Let C = I I  c~ d~, where ~ ranges over all ~ in V - ~ such that 
N~ ~ ~2~. Then C > 1. Let p be a positive integer such that 
M contains a word whose length is (Q + 1 )kCp and let w be a word of 
this length. Then (Q + 1)kCp = ]wl > 0. Le t ,  = w0 ~ wl ~ . . .  
w~_~  w~ = w be a derivation of w such that w0, • . . ,  w~ are all different 
(r => 1). Since I w~l - I w~-~] _-< k - 1 for each i (1 =< i ~ r), 
(Q -{- 1)kCp = I w I ~ (k - 1)r q- 1. Hence kr > (k -- 1)r + 1 
(Q -+- 1)kCp >= (Q Jr" 1)k and consequently r => Q ~- 1. Therefore 
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there are w~, wi (i < j )  such that both of w~, w~ end with the same non- 
terminal variable Go. Let w~ = Xl~o, wj = xlx2~o, w = xlx2xa. By the 
assumption, w~ ~ w~ and consequently 1 =< Ix21. By the definition of 
C, c~o divides [xl I -Y Ix2] d- I xa [ = I wl = (Q Jr 1)kCp and c~o divides 
I x21 because Ix21 is in N~o. Hence there is t (t _-> 0) such that I x~ l -~- 
I x31 = c~ot. Since (t -t- d~o)c~o, d~oc~o are in N~o, there are x~, x~ such that 
~o ~ x4~o, [ x41 = d~oc~o, ~o  x~o, I xsI = (d~o + t)c~o. Let wi = xix4, 
w~ = xs, wa = xa. Then, for each p >-_ O, ~ ~ xl~o ~ xlxdo ~" xlx4xs~o 
xlx4x~x~ = w~w~wa is a derivation of G and w~w:~wa is in L(G)  = M. 
Moreover, ]wiwa I = I xl ] + ] x~ I Jr I xa ] = c~t Jr d~ocb = (deo + t )c~ > O, 
I w~ [ = I x~ [ ---- (d~o -b t)c~o > O. Hence the Iemma is proved. 
The above lemma is obviously generalized to context4ree languages 
as follows: Let L be a context-free language such that for each integer 
p >= 1 there is an integer K > 0 and a word w in L with [w ] = Kp. 
Then there are wl, w~, wa, w~, w~ with ] wiw~w~ l = I w~w~ t > 0 and 
wiw~waw~w~ in L for p >_- 0. 
Suppose that 0, 1 are two letters in Y~. For each/~ > 2 let L (/c) denote 
the linear context-free language {0~l~li > 1} U {0~l~li > 1}. For each 
finite nonempty subset X of {2, 3, 4, . . .  }, let L (X) denote the meta- 
linear context-free language L (ki)L (k~) . . .  L (/~), where X = (ki, k~, 
• . . , /~}  and/¢~ < k2 < . . .  < k~. Let L(Zf)  denote {e}. 
LE~_& 2. I f  L (k )  <~fbt L (X) ,  then £ is contained in X.  
Proof. Since L (/~) is not regular and L 02;) is regular, X cannot be ~2; 
by Theorem 1. 
LetX  = {ki, . . . ,  k,},/~ < . . .  < k~,n  > 1. Let fbe  a functional 
binary transduction such that L (k) <= fbt L (X) (via f) and let A = (S, 
~ ,  Z~, ~, So, F)  be a 2NDFA defining f. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that e is not in domain (f). As is done in the proof of 
Theorem 3, we can transform the 2NDFA A into a generalized 2NDFA 
A' = (S', Y,I, 22, #, so', F')  such that (1) R(A)  = R(A ' ) ,  (2) each 
element of ~' is of the form (s, {a}, N, s'), where s, s' are in S', a is in Zi 
and N is a nonempty regular subset of 22*. 
For each s in S', let Po(s), P~(s) be regular sets in ~* defined by 
Po(s) = {(s~o , {0}, Ni ,  s~,)(s~, , {Ol, N~, s~) . . .  
('~3"~--1 , {0}, N~} S3"p) I P ~ 1, Sj0 : 80 I, 
s~ = s, each (s¢~_,, {0}, N¢, sk) is in 8'}, 
P~(,) = { (Sio, {1}, N~, sj l )(s~, {1}, N~, s~) . . .  
(s,~_l, {i}, N~, sj~)Ip > i, 8jo ~ 8~ 
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s~-_ is in F', each (s~.,_ 1 {1}, N~, s~.~) is in 5'}. A mapping h from 6" 
into 2 2 is defined by 
h(~)  = {~}, 
h((si~, {a,}, N1, sj- 1) (s~,, {a2}, N2, s],) . . .  (s,~, {ap}, g~,  sj~)) 
= N~N2 . . .  N~ (p :> 1). 
Then, for each i, j (i, j > 1)) (0~1 j, v) is in f i f  and only if there exist 
s in S', w0 in Po (s), wl in P1 (s) such that [ w0 ] = i, [ wl I = J and v is in 
h (wows). 
Let r be 0 or 1. Since P~ (s) is regular, the set of lengths of words in 
P~(s) is ultimately periodic. If P~(s) is finite) then let c~' be an integer 
such that c~" > 0 and there is no w in P~(s) with c~' =< I wl and let 
d~" = 1. If P~(s) is infinite, then let c~', d~" be integers such that (1) 
c~" > 0, (2) dr' > 0, (3) for each integer x such that c~* < x, P~(s) con- 
tains a word of length x if und only if P~ (s) contains ~ word of length 
x q- dr'. Let K = IX c~' d~', where I'~ denotes the product for all s in 
S'  and r in {0, 1 I. Evidently K > 0. Since 0~1 ~ is in domain (R (A ' ) ) ,  
there is ~ such that both of Po(~), P~(~) contain words of length K. 
P0 (~) cannot be finite because c~  =< K. Moreover co ~ < K and do ~ 
divides K. Hence P0 (~) contains a word of length pK for all p > 1. 
Similarly P~ (~) contains a word of length pK for all p - 1. 
By Lemma 1, there exist words wl, w2, w~) w/ ,  w2', w3' such that ~ wlwa I 
t i , • ~ = Iw21 >O,  Iw~'w3' l - -  I w~ I > O) w lw2w31smPo(s )and  ' '~ '"  wl  w2 W3 iS 
in P,(~) for a l l i  => 0. Let I w~w3] = I w~] = do, I wl'wa'l = ] w2' ] = d~ 
and let ul , u2) us, u/ ,  u~') u /  be words in h(wl),  h(w~), h(wa), h(w~),  
h (w~'), h (w~ ) respectively (u~, u~, ua, u~', u,', u /a re  determined uniquely 
because A'  defines a functional binar~ transduction). Then for each 
: : > ~ ~[0( i+~)d° l ( /+1)d~ i , ] , • "~, j = % ~ ) = u~u~ uau~ ~ u~ . Let  ~ = d~to - 1, j = d0h - 
d~.--1 e ~do--1 
l(t0, h > 0), do d~ = D, ~t~ = u~ ~) ~ '  = u~ ~, ~t = u~ uau~u,~ . 
Then f(O'~°l ~)  ~o-~ I . ° ldot l - - l^ ,  ! . .  ~,, tO--1A'~,g'~,ltl--l., f = u~u~ u~ul-.~ -~z = -i 2 ~ ~ for each 
to, t~ > 0. The following two properties (i), (ii) follow from L(k) <fbt  
L(X)  (via f). 
~ to - -1  ~ ~t  t l - -1  ~ • (i) If to = t, ort0 = kt , , thenu~u~ uu~ u~ ,s in L (X) (t0 , t, > 0). 
' ~ to - - l~  ~t t l - -1  t (ii) If to ~ t~ and to ~ kt~, then u~u~ uu~ u~ is not in L(X) ( to ,  
h > 0). The following property (iii) is also evident. 
0iJ) The ratio of the number of O's to the number of l's in a word in 
L (X) is between 1 and the largest integer in X. 
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From the property (i) and L(X)  ~ (00"11") ~, neither fi2 nor ~2' 
contains both 0 and 1. From the properties (i), (ii), neither ~ nor ~( 
is e. By the properties (i), (iii), it is impossible that both of ~2, ~( 
are in 00" or both of them are in 11". Therefore either (1) ~2 is in 00" 
and fi2t is in 11", or (2) ~2 is in 11" and u2~ ' is in 00". 
Since ulu2uu2u3 is in L(X) ,  it is expressed as u lu~umm = xlyl 
• • • x ,y ,  with each xi in 00", each yi in 11" and each x~y~ in L (k~). Then 
either (1) ~ is in x~ and ~ '  is in y~ with i ~ j ,  or (2) ~2 is in y~ and fi( 
is in x~ with i < j. 
f Suppose that there is i such that ~2 is in x~y~ . . .  x~y~ and u~ is in 
x~.~y~+~ . . .  x~y~. Then there are a, fi such that ~%fi = ~, u~2~ is in 
(00 ,11 , )~,  =~l  , ~t - l _=~, t -~ , uu2u3 is in (00"11") ~-~. By the property (i), ulu2 uuu~ u~ 
~t- - I  . . . .  ~ / t - - i  ! is in L(X)  for each t _>- 1. But ulu2 u is in (00"11") ~ and ~u~ u~ is in 
(00"11") "-i. Therefore u~-~ is in L({k~, . . . ,  ks}) for each t >= 1. 
But this is impossible because the ratio of the number of O's to the num- 
ber of l's in a word in L({k~,  .. • , k¢} ) must be between 1and the largest 
integer in {k~, . . . ,  k~}. 
This implies that there is i0 such that ~ is in x~o and ~ '  is in Y~0. 
Then there are g~, ~,  ~J, ~ such that Ul = ~,  m' = ~Ja~', ~ is in 
L ({~i, . . . ,  ~o-~} ), u~u~uu~  ~s m L ({~o}), u~ ~s m L ({~o+~, " '" ,  ~} ). 
. . . .  - = ~to - - l#~f t l - -1= / _  t • • By the propertles (i), (11), u~u~u2 uu~ u~u~ 1s in L (X)  or not ac- 
cording as (a) to = t~ or ~o = kt~, or (b) to ~ t~ and to ~ kt~ (to, t~ > 1). 
Since ~1, fi~o-~fifi~t~-~,, ~ ,  are in L({k l ,  . . . ,  k~o_~}), 00"11", 
= ~to- - l~~l t l - - l=  t . . L({k~o+~, . . .  , k,} ) respectively for each to, tl ~ 2, u~u~ uu~ u~ IS m 
L({k~o}) or not according as (a) to = tl or to = kh, or (b) to ~ t~ and 
to ~ kh (to, h >= 2). Let ~: = 0 °, ~ = 1 ~ (a, b ->_ 1). Then there are (pos- 
= ~to- - l~f t l - - l=  , oato+Clbtl+d sibly negative) integers c, d such that UlU~ uu~ u~ = 
Considering the case t0 = t~, for each t~ >= 2 either at~ + c = bt~ + d or 
at~ + c = k~ o (btl + d) holds. Similarly, considering the case to = kh, 
for each t~ >= 2 either akt~ + c = bt~ + d or alct~ + c = k~o(bt~ + d) holds. 
Therefore, (a) a = b or a = kiob, and (b) ak = b or ak = k~ob. Hence 
one of the four cases (1)- (4) must hold: (1) a = b and ak = b, (2) a = b 
and ak = l%b, (3 )a  = k~ob and ak = b, (4 )a  = k~b and ak = k~ob. 
Since a ~ 0, b ~ 0, these four cases imply (1') k = 1, (2') k = k~, 
(3 ~) kk~ o = 1, (4') k = 1 respectively. But k >= 2, k~ >= 2 by the as- 
sumption. Hence the case (2') must hold. Therefore/~ is contained in X. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3. L(X)  <-ibt L (Y )  i f  and only i f  X C Y.  
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Proof. The lemma is evident if one of X, Y is empty. Suppose that 
x~,Y~Z.  
(I) I t  is proved that X ~ Y implies L(X)  <fbt L (Y) .  The proof will 
be given for an example X = {3, 7}, Y = {2, 3, 4, 7, 8}. Le t f  be the par- 
tial word function 
I (0 '11j'o~V~, OlO '11~'o10~~V~ol) J i~, j~, i2, j2 > 1}. 
I t  is easily shown that f is a functional binary transduetion and 
L(X)  ~_~b~ L(Y )  (via/).  
(II) I t  is proved that L(X)  <--fbt L (Y )  implies X ~ Y. Let 
L(X)  -<fbt L(Y) .  Let k be an arbitrary element of X. Then by (I), 
L(k)  = L({kl) =<_fbt L (X)  =<fbt L(Y).  By Lemma 2, k is in Y. Hence 
X~Y.  
THEOREM 4. There exists a set of fbt-equivalence classes of metalinear 
contexPfree languages that is isomorphic (as a partially ordered set having 
the fbt4ranslatability relation <= fbt as the partial ordering) to the set of all 
finite subsets of a denumerably infinite set (having the inclusion relation ~ as 
the partial ordering). 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 3. 
COROLLARr 5. There exist linear context-free languages L~ , L~ , .. • such 
that neither L~ <=fbt Li nor Lj <=fbt L~for each i, j (i ~ j) .  
Proof. Let L~ = L ({i -~ 1 } ) for i => 1. Then each L~ is a linear context- 
free language and the corollary is immediate from Lemma 3. 
CORO~A~r 6. There exist metalinear context-free languages L~ , L2 , • • • 
such that L~ < fbt L~ =< fbt • "" but, for each i >= 1, L~.z =< fbt L~ does not hold. 
Proof. Let L~ = L(I }), L~ = L({2}), L3 = L({2, 3}), . . . .  Then 
each L~ is a metalinear context-free language and the corollary is im- 
mediate from Lemma 3. 
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